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A refi ned technique for taking mea-
surements of railroad tracks has 

been developed by Marshall University 
researchers for use in busy railroad 
yards, where physical access to rails 
is limited and dangerous. The new 
technique, in which locomoti ves are 
retrofi tt ed with high accuracy Global 
Positi oning System (GPS) equipment, 
integrates state-of-the-art data collec-
ti on and processing soft ware that can 
actually collect data as locomoti ves 
maneuver cars in rail yards.  Used in lieu 
of traditi onal track-surveying methods, 
this advanced system has the potenti al 
to realize signifi cant safety and accuracy 
benefi ts. 

The new technique has been success-
fully tested at fi ve major rail yards in 
the eastern United States as well as 
on a locomoti ve pulling a train nearly 
100 miles through parts of Kentucky 
and Ohio. The measurements from the 
locomoti ve proved accurate enough to 
assess track wear and deformati on and 
are compati ble with industry mapping 
standards when paired with high resolu-
ti on video recording equipment. 

Rail yards are oft en constructed on nat-
ural or manmade slopes where gravity 
is used to propel cars to various sorti ng 
tracks.  These slopes must be monitored 
to maintain the proper grade in order to 
prevent rail cars from rolling too far or 
not far enough. 

The advantages of a locomoti ve based 
surveying technique in the rail yard 
include: 

Equipment portability with minimal • 
set up ti me and the ability to oper-
ate during  inclement weather or at 
night.

Ability to measure the track while it • 
is loaded with the weight from the 
locomoti ve. None of this is possible 
with traditi onal methods (persons 
on foot or aerial surveys from heli-
copters). 

The ability to collect thousands • 
of data points while the locomo-
ti ve conducts normal operati ons 
improves accuracy, saves ti me, and 
eliminates the need for tracks to 
be cleared and shut down before 
measurements are taken. A typical 
yard can be surveyed in less than 
a week while conventi onal foot 
surveys can take several weeks. The 
constant presence of cars blocks 
aerial surveys.

One reason mainline tracks must be 
surveyed is so that precise (computer 
based) maps can be produced that will 
facilitate the implementati on of  freight 
and passenger rail safety technologies 
as well as operati onal enhancement 
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technologies, such as Positi ve Train Control, Computer 
Based Train Management, Next Generati on of Dispatch, 
and similar advances. 

Because the locomoti ve based surveying technique causes 
minimal interrupti ons to operati ons, it has the potenti al 
for wide applicati ons in the industry. For example, tracks 
can be surveyed before and aft er constructi on to ensure 
they are placed precisely and remain true, and multi ple 

surveys can be used to monitor track changes over ti me. 
Such checks would be helpful in areas where track safety 
is impacted from heavy use, extreme temperature fl uctua-
ti ons, or precipitati on. Data accuracy is precise enough 
to help identi fy, characterize, and target maintenance 
requirements, especially when this informati on is avail-
able to track inspectors as they conduct visual track safety 
inspecti ons. 
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This photo shows a recently surveyed rail yard. 
The length is nearly one mile with over 50 separate 
parallel tracks. The photo also shows the typical 
number of railcars present in an operating rail yard. 

This photo shows the data collected and color coded 
with each color representing about one foot change 
in ground elevation. The data shown are available 
almost in real time, giving yard engineers nearly 
immediate feedback on where slope problems exist. 
Nonuniform bands of color, such as the interrupted 
blue band (see inset), point out problem spots.


